Abstract

Computer systems increasingly rely on heterogeneity to achieve greater performance, scalability and energy efficiency. Because heterogeneous systems typically comprise multiple execution contexts with different programming abstractions and runtimes, programming them remains extremely challenging.

Dandelion is a system designed to address this programmability challenge for data-parallel applications. Dandelion provides a unified programming model for heterogeneous systems that span diverse execution contexts including CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and the cloud. It adopts the .NET LINQ (Language INtegrated Query) approach, integrating data-parallel operators into general purpose programming languages such as C# and F#. It therefore provides an expressive data model and native language integration for user-defined functions, enabling programmers to write applications using standard high-level languages and development tools.

Dandelion automatically and transparently distributes data-parallel portions of a program to available computing resources, including compute clusters for distributed execution and CPU and GPU cores of individual nodes for parallel execution. To enable automatic execution of .NET code on GPUs, Dandelion cross-compiles .NET code to CUDA kernels and uses the PTask runtime to manage GPU execution. This paper discusses the design and implementation of Dandelion, focusing on the distributed CPU and GPU implementation. We evaluate the system using a diverse set of workloads.

1 Introduction

The computing industry is experiencing a paradigm shift to heterogeneous systems in which general-purpose processors, specialized cores such as GPUs and FPGAs, and the cloud are combined to achieve greater performance, scalability and energy efficiency. Such systems typically comprise multiple execution contexts with very different programming abstractions and runtimes: this diversity gives rise to a number of programming challenges such as managing the complexities of architectural heterogeneity, resource scheduling, and fault-tolerance. The need for programming abstractions and runtimes that allow programmers to write applications in a high-level programming language portable across a wide range of execution contexts is increasingly urgent.

In Dandelion, we consider the research problem of writing data-parallel applications for heterogeneous systems. Our target systems are compute clusters whose compute nodes are equipped with multi-core CPUs and GPUs. We envision that a typical Dandelion cluster consists of a small number of moderately powerful computers. Such a cluster can easily have aggregated compute resources of more than 100,000 cores and 10TB of memory, and represents an attractive and affordable computing platform for many demanding applications such as large-scale machine learning and computational biology. Our goal is to make it simple for programmers to write high performance applications for this kind of heterogeneous system, leveraging all the resources available in the system.

Dandelion provides a “single machine” abstraction: the programmer writes sequential code in a high-level programming language such as C# or F#, and the system automatically executes it utilizing all the parallel compute resources available in the execution environment. Achieving this goal requires substantial work at many layers of the technology stack including programming languages, compilers, and distributed and parallel runtimes. Dandelion addresses two primary challenges. First, the architectural heterogeneity of the system components must be well encapsulated: the programming model must remain simple and familiar while insulat-
ing the programmer from challenges arising from the presence of diverse execution models, memory models and ISAs. Second, the system must integrate multiple runtimes efficiently to enable high performance for the overall system.

At the programming language level, the language integration approach has enjoyed great success \[101, 27, 103\], and provides the most attractive high-level programming abstraction. We use LINQ \[3\], a general language integration framework, as the programming model. In order to run the same code in different architectural contexts, Dandelion introduces a new general-purpose cross compiler framework that enables the translation of .NET byte-code to multiple back-ends including GPU, FPGA, and vector processors. In this paper, we focus on our implementation for GPUs. The FPGA backend \[29\] was implemented by others and reported elsewhere.

At the runtime level, architectural heterogeneity demands that the system’s multiple execution contexts seamlessly interoperate and compose. We adopt the dataflow execution model, where vertices of a graph represent computation and the edges represent data or control communication channels. Dandelion comprises several execution engines: a distributed cluster engine, a multi-core CPU engine, and a GPU engine. Each engine represents its computation as a dataflow graph, and the dataflow graphs of all the engines are composed by asynchronous communication channels to form the global dataflow graph for a Dandelion computation. Data transfers among the execution engines are automatically managed by Dandelion and completely transparent to the programmer. This design offers great composability and flexibility while making the parallelism of the computation explicit to the runtimes.

A large number of research efforts have the same goal as Dandelion: building scalable heterogeneous systems \[88, 49, 98\]. Most of these systems retrofit accelerators such as GPUs, FPGAs, or vector processors into existing frameworks such as MapReduce or MPI. With Dandelion, by contrast, we take on the task of building a general framework for an array of execution contexts. We believe that it is now time to take a fresh look at the overall system.

At the runtime level, architectural heterogeneity demands that the system’s multiple execution contexts efficiently to enable high performance for the overall system.

We believe that it is now time to take a fresh look at the overall system.

1. **Programming Model**

To support data-parallel computation, Dandelion embeds a rich set of data-parallel operators using the LINQ language integration framework. This leads to a programming model in which the developer writes programs using a single unified programming front-end of C# or F#. This section provides a high-level overview of this programming model.

2.1 **LINQ**

LINQ is a .NET framework for language integration. It introduces a set of declarative operators to manipulate collections of .NET objects. The operators are integrated seamlessly into high-level .NET programming languages, giving developers direct access to all the .NET libraries and user-defined application code. Collections manipulated by LINQ operators can contain objects of any .NET type, making it easy to compute with complex data such as vectors, matrices, and images.

LINQ operators perform transformations on .NET data collections, and LINQ queries are computations formed by composing these operators. Most LINQ operators are familiar relational operators including projection (Select), filters (Where), grouping (GroupBy), aggregation (Aggregate), and join (Join). LINQ also supports set operations such as union (Union) and intersection (Intersect).

The base type for a LINQ collection is IEnumerable\<\<\text{T}\>\>, representing a sequence of .NET objects of type \text{T}. LINQ also exposes a query interface
IQueryable<Vector> (a subtype of IEnumerable<Vector>) to enable deferred execution of LINQ queries by a custom execution provider. Dandelion is implemented as a new execution provider that compiles LINQ queries to run on a distributed heterogeneous system.

As an example, Figure 1 shows a simplified version of k-means written in C#/LINQ. The k-means algorithm is a classical clustering algorithm for dividing a collection of vectors into k clusters. It is a simple, iterative computation that repeatedly performs OneStep until some convergence criterion is reached.

At each iteration, OneStep first groups the input vectors vectors by their nearest center, and then computes the center for each new group by computing the average of the vectors in the group. OneStep invokes the user-defined function NearestCenter to compute the nearest center of a vector. To run k-means on a GPU, Dandelion cross-compiles the user-defined functions to CUDA and uses the resulting GPU binaries to instantiate primitives from a library of primitives that are common to the underlying relational algebra. These primitives are treated in detail in Section 4.2.8.

2.2 Dandelion Extension

The overriding goal of Dandelion is to enable the automatic execution of programs such as the one shown in Figure 1 on distributed heterogeneous systems without any modification. Our main challenge is therefore to preserve the LINQ/.NET programming model, rather than designing new language features. This section describes a very small set of Dandelion specific extensions that we believe are essential. They are integrated in the LINQ programming model as user-defined operators and language attributes.

Dandelion extends LINQ with three new operators. The first operator is source.AsDandelion(gpuType). It turns the LINQ collection source into a Dandelion collection, enabling any LINQ query using it as input to be executed by Dandelion. For example, to run the k-means program in Figure 1 using Dandelion, we add a call to AsDandelion to the two inputs as follows:

```csharp
vectors = vectors.AsDandelion();
centers = centers.AsDandelion();
OneStep(vectors, centers);
```

The argument gpuType of AsDandelion is optional. It specifies the GPU type of the objects in the input collection. Dandelion can improve the performance of computations on the GPU when it knows ahead of time that it is operating on a sequence of fixed-length records. This argument informs the Dandelion runtime of the record size. In k-means, the vectors are all the same size; if we know the size is, e.g. 100, we write AsDandelion(GPU.Array(100)). Section 4 explains how this information is used to generate a more efficient execution plan for the GPU.

The second operator added in Dandelion is source.DoWhile(body, cond), a do while loop construct for iterative computations. The arguments body and cond are both Dandelion query functions, and DoWhile repeatedly executes body until cond is false. For example, our iterative k-means program is expressed as follows. DoWhile enables Dandelion to ship the execution of the entire conditional loop to the cluster or GPU, thus avoiding unnecessary context switching.

```csharp
vectors = vectors.AsDandelion();
centers = centers.AsDandelion();
OneStep(vectors, centers);
```

The third operator is source.Apply(f), which is semantically equivalent to f(source) but its execution is deferred, along with the other LINQ operators. At the cluster level, the input data is partitioned across the cluster machines, and the function f is applied to each of the partitions independently in parallel. At the machine level, the function f runs on either CPU or GPU, depending on its implementation. The primary use of Apply is to integrate existing CPU and GPU libraries such as CUBLAS [78] and MKL [56] into Dandelion, making the primitives defined in those libraries accessible at the programming API. Unlike all the other LINQ
operators, the correct use of `Apply` may require that the input data be partitioned in a certain way. The `Apply` operator has overloads that allows the programmer to specify the data partitioning of the input. Hash and range partitioning are supported. Dandelion introduces a data partitioning operation in the execution plan if it cannot infer that the input is not already partitioned correctly.

Dandelion also introduces an `Accelerated` annotation. By default, Dandelion automatically “kernelizes” the user-defined .NET functions invoked by the LINQ operators to run on the GPUs. However, some functions may already have an existing high-performance GPU implementation, which the developer would definitely like to use. In Dandelion, the developer can add an `Accelerated(dev, dll, op)` attribute to a .NET function to override the cross-compilation by Dandelion. The annotation tells the system that the current .NET function can be replaced by the function `op` in the DLL `dll` on the computing device type `dev`. This is similar to the .NET PInvoke and Java JNI mechanisms.

### 2.3 Limitations

Dandelion imposes some restrictions on programs. First, all the user-defined functions invoked by the LINQ operators must be side-effect free, and Dandelion makes this assumption about user programs without either static or runtime checking. Similar systems [101, 27] we are aware of make the same assumption.

Second, Dandelion depends on low-level GPU runtimes such as CUDA. These runtimes have very limited support for device-side dynamic memory allocation, and even when it is supported, the performance can be poor. Consequently, we choose not to kernelize any .NET function that contains dynamic memory allocation, and execute such functions on CPUs. When cross-compiling .NET code, Dandelion uses static analysis to infer the size of .NET memory allocations in the code and translates the fixed-size allocations to stack allocations on GPUs. In our `k`-means example above, Dandelion is able to infer the sizes for all the memory allocations in the code, given the size of the input vectors.

### 3 System Architecture

Figure 2 shows an architectural overview of the Dandelion system. There are two main components: the Dandelion compiler generates the execution plans and the worker code to be run on the CPUs and GPUs of cluster machines, and the Dandelion runtime uses the execution plans to manage the computation on the cluster, taking care of issues such as scheduling and distribution at multiple levels of the cluster. An execution plan describes a computation as a dataflow graph. Each vertex in the dataflow graph represents a fragment of the computation and the edges represent communication channels. This section provides an overview of the system, highlighting its key features.

#### 3.1 Dandelion Compiler

Consider the `k`-means example shown in Figure 1. To run it on a compute cluster comprising CPUs and GPUs, the Dandelion compiler generates CUDA code, and three levels of dataflow graphs to orchestrate the execution. In this case, Dandelion generates CUDA implementations for the `NearestCenter` function, along with the other supporting functions such as `Norm2` and other vector arithmetic operators.

The first dataflow graph is at the cluster level. The compiler applies query rewrite rules to the LINQ program to transform it into a dataflow graph that is optimized for parallel execution on the distributed compute substrate. At runtime, the graph is then annotated, deciding on which machine each vertex should execute, leveraging information gleaned at runtime. Because this aspect of the system is similar to existing systems [101, 103, 52] we do not elaborate on it further.

At the next level, as vertices from the cluster-level dataflow graph are assigned to machines, they are expanded into a machine-level dataflow graph describing the execution on that machine. The system decides which vertices are executed on GPUs. In our `k`-means example, the entire computation can be offloaded to GPU(s).

Finally, for vertices that are assigned to the GPU, a GPU-level dataflow graph is generated to describe the computation. It combines the CUDA-code generated earlier with GPU code for the LINQ operators that use
Figure 3: A global view of a Dandelion dataflow graph.

them. Dandelion implements LINQ operators via a GPU library consisting of a large collection of modular primitives. Most of the primitives are implemented as generic templates. For example, the primitive for Select is parameterized by both the data type and the processing function, which Dandelion instantiates using the cross-compiled CUDA code. The primitives are designed for composability: new composite primitives can be formed from more basic ones. The library supports relational operators and a number of well-known basic parallel operators and data structures such as parallel scan (inclusive and exclusive prefix sum), hash-table and sorting.

3.2 Dandelion Runtime

Figure 3 shows the three dataflow graphs, each corresponding to an execution layer in the system. These three layers together form the Dandelion runtime, and the composition of those graphs forms the global dataflow graph for the entire computation.

The cluster execution engine assigns vertices to available machines and distributes code and graphs, orchestrating the computation. Each machine executes its own dataflow graph, managing input/output and execution threads. Vertices in the machine dataflow graph run on either CPUs or GPUs. The execution of the GPU vertices is delegated to the GPU dataflow engine; we use PTask [85] as our GPU dataflow engine.

Dandelion manages machine-machine and CPU-GPU data communication automatically. The compiler generates efficient serialization code for all the data types involved in both cases. All data communication is implemented using asynchronous channels.

4 Implementation

This section provides implementation details of the components of the Dandelion system, including various layers of the compiler and runtime. Dandelion is a complex system and it leverages a number of existing technologies that have been published elsewhere. We therefore focus our attention mainly on the novel aspects of the system. We continue to use the $k$-means example in Figure 1 as a running example.

4.1 GPU Compiler and Code Generation

A key goal of Dandelion is to enable automatic execution on GPUs for programs written in C# or F#. The Dandelion compiler relies on a library of generic primitives to construct the execution plans and a cross-compiler to translate user-defined types and lambda functions from .NET to GPU code. This compilation step takes .NET bytecode as input and produces CUDA source code as output. Working at the bytecode level allows us to handle binary-only application code.

We build our cross-compiler using the Common Compiler Infrastructure (CCI) [2]. CCI provides the basic mechanism of reading the bytecode from a .NET assembly into an abstract representation (AST) that is amenable to analysis. To perform the cross-compilation, Dandelion maps all referenced .NET object types to CUDA struct types, translating all the reachable .NET methods into GPU kernel functions. For generic methods, each reachable instance is translated into a separate CUDA function. The compiler must also generate serialization and deserialization code so that objects in managed space can be translated back and forth between C# and GPU-compatible representations as Dandelion performs data transfers between CPU and GPU memory. Figure 4 shows the CUDA code generated by Dandelion for the user-defined function NearestCenter in the $k$-means example. Functions called by NearestCenter such as Norm2 are also translated by recursively walking through the call graph. KernelVector is the translated CUDA type for the .NET type Vector.

While Dandelion’s cross-compiler is quite general, there are limitations on its ability to find a usable mapping between .NET code and GPU code. The primary constraint, discussed in Section 2.3, derives from the presence of dynamic memory allocation. Dandelion converts dynamic allocation to stack allocation in cases where the object size can be unambiguously inferred, and falls back to executing on the CPU when it cannot infer the size.

Converting from dynamic (heap) allocation to stack allocation requires Dandelion to know the allocation size statically. Dandelion applies standard static analysis techniques to infer the allocation size at each allocation site. It makes three passes of the AST. The first pass collects summary information for each basic block and each assignment statement. The second pass performs type inference and constant propagation through the code using the summary. The final pass emits the CUDA code.
In languages such as C# and Java, array size is dynamic, so Dandelion will fail to convert any functions involving array allocations. Dandelion provides an annotation that allows the programmer to specify the size when the array actually has a known fixed size. For example, the vector size in $k$-means is known and fixed: annotation on the inputs of $k$-means enables Dandelion to convert the entire $k$-means computation to run on GPU.

A major issue with GPU computing is the difficulty of handling variable-length records. To address this problem, Dandelion treats a variable-length record as an opaque byte array, coupled with metadata recording the total size of the record and the offset of each field. In the generated CUDA code, field accesses are converted into kernel functions that take the byte array and metadata as arguments and return a properly typed CUDA value. Such data are logically decoupled into separate channels: records in the data channel are laid out in a format optimal for GPU processing. To avoid destroying that data layout, metadata are kept in a separate channel that is associated with the data channel to transfer the metadata. Dandelion performs this transformation for all the inputs to GPU when it generates the serialization code. This enables us to automate the handling of variable-length input records. This is a very general scheme and works for nested data types, but the overhead of the metadata and additional wrappers functions can cause performance problems. Dandelion resorts to this general mapping only when it fails to statically infer the size of the record type.

Another important problem that Dandelion must address is the GPU execution context for a cross-compiled kernel function. This involves capturing all the global variables referenced by the function and transferring their values to GPU. When the compiler comes across a global variable, if its value is small, the compiler just inlines it in the generated code. If a value is large, the compiler adds a binding in the context and uses it to reference the value in the generated code. The context is treated as a GPU value and transferred to GPU using a dedicated vertex in the PTask computation graph.

### 4.2 GPU Primitive Library

The GPU primitive library exposes a set of primitives that are used by the Dandelion compiler to construct the GPU dataflow graph. It also provides an API that allows programmers to form new primitives by composing existing ones. The primitives exposed include low-level building blocks (e.g., parallel scan and hash tables) and high-level primitives for relational operators (e.g., GroupBy and Join).

Almost all the primitives are generic: the input/output datatypes and user-defined functions are template parameters of the primitives. When constructing GPU dataflow graphs, the Dandelion compiler instantiates the primitives using generated GPU datatypes and code. This design leads to a clean separation of graph construction and cross compilation. The parallelization strategy for each operator is primarily the concern of the primitive implementation rather than of compiler, yielding a general approach to parallelization.

We again use the $k$-means example to illustrate the primitives and their compositions to form new primitives. Figure 4 shows the GPU dataflow graph for $k$-means. Recall that the $k$-means LINQ query is a GroupBy followed by an aggregation expressed as a Select operation. A naive implementation of this query would connect a subgraph that implements the GroupBy with a subgraph that implements the Select. However, as described in [100], a better approach is to fuse the aggregation with the grouping on each input datablock. The $k$-means graph uses this optimization.

The graph starts with a stateless incremental grouping primitive (grouper). Mapping the grouping operation to the parallel architecture leverages its fundamental similarity to shuffling: shuffle a block of records into contiguous regions such that the records with the same keys end up in the same region. To perform this operation in parallel, each hardware thread reads a single input record and writes it to the output at some offset in

![Figure 4: CUDA code generated by the Dandelion compiler for the C# code in the k-means workload.](image-url)
its key region. Finding the output offset for each record requires us to know the start index of each group in the output, which in turn requires us to know the number of groups and the number of elements in each group. The grouper primitive computes these numbers in several stages.

In the first stage, the buildHT primitive uses a lock-free hash table to maintain the set of unique group keys: each hash entry is a record containing a key and an integer-valued group identifier, which is assigned upon successful insertion. Each thread computes the key for a record and attempts to insert it into the hash table. The hash-table uses a CAS operation on hash table record pointers to ensure that only the first attempting to insert a particular key value will succeed; upon successful insertion, we rely on atomic increment support on the GPU to maintain the number of unique groups. The result of this increment becomes the group identifier for a new group. The buildHT primitive produces two outputs: the hash table (hashtbl) and the unique key count (unq_cnt). The keymap primitive uses the hash table and the key counts to build a map from each record in the current input datablock to its group identifier. The hash table and key count are then returned on back edges of the dataflow graph to be used in subsequent invocations of buildHT.

The groupsizes primitive then uses the output of keymap to compute the number of elements present in each group. It allocates an array of counters for the keys, and each thread increments the count in the array for an input key using the atomic increment operation. The output of groupsizes is the array of counters, which is used by prefixsum to compute the start offsets for each group. The shuffle primitive then uses the offsets to shuffle the original input datablock. The output of the shuffle primitive is a triple of arrays: the group keys, the group sizes, and the records shuffled into contiguous groups. When the grouper is not followed by an aggregation, the three arrays are synthesized into an object of type IEnumerable<IGrouping<K,T>>, the return type of the LINQ GroupBy API.

When, as is the case with k-means, the grouper is followed by an aggregator, the graph is extended with a subgraph consisting of aggregate, accumulate, and reduce primitives. The aggregate primitive computes a segmented prefix scan (implemented using thrust [77]) over each shuffled datablock, producing a partial aggregated value for each group. The accumulate primitive then accumulates those partial aggregated values over all input datablocks. The reduce primitive produces a final aggregation value for each group, which in k-means gives us the set of new centers.

4.3 GPU Dataflow Engine

The primitives that compose the computation are linked together in a dataflow graph driven by PTask. Dandelion’s GPU dataflow engine. PTask extends the DAG-based dataflow execution engine described in [85] with constructs that can be composed to express iterative structures and data-dependent control flow; these constructs are required to handle cyclic dataflow and streaming for Dandelion. PTask is a token model [85] dataflow system: computations, or nodes in the graph are tasks, whose inputs and outputs manifest as ports. Ports are connected by channels, and data moves through channels discretized into chunks called datablocks. The programmer codes to an API to construct graphs from these objects, and drives the computation by pushing and pulling datablocks to and from channels. A task is ready for execution when all of its input ports have available datablocks and all of its output ports have capacity. PTask multiplexes a number of threads over the tasks in a graph, ideally mapping a unique thread to each task, and degrading to a pool-based assignment when the number of nodes in the graph is large. This approach allows PTask to overlap data movement and computation
for many concurrent tasks. We extended PTask with the following abstractions to expose control flow constructs needed by Dandelion:

**ControlSignals.** PTask graphs carry control signals by annotating each datablock with a stack of control codes. Operations that examine control codes always examine the top of the stack. The programmer defines arbitrary flow paths for these signals using an API to define *scope entries* and *scope exits*, and *control propagation pairs*. Scope entries and exits can be either ports or channels and represent locations in the graph where a subgraph that requires its own control signals can push and pop control signals as datablocks enter and leave the subgraph. PTask additionally supports an API for defining actions that occur in response to control signals observed at scope entries and exits. Control propagation pairs connect ports: the control code stack observed on a datablock received at the first port, will be propagated in its entirety to the datablock at the second port (or to the next one that is bound to the second port). Examples of control signals include `BEGIN/END-STREAM` for streaming and `BEGIN/END-ITERATION` for iteration. In the *k*-means example described above, `BEGIN/END-STREAM` control signals are used extensively to enable stateful primitives to emit output only when all the input datablocks have been processed, and scope entries and exits are used to enable composition of stateful primitives.

**MultiPort.** A MultiPort is a specialized input port that can be connected to multiple (prioritized) input channels. If a datablock is available on any of the input channels, the MultiPort will dequeue it, preferring the highest priority channel if many are ready. Dandelion relies heavily on MultiPorts to support cyclic constructs and to allow primitives to unambiguously choose amongst input datablocks when they may be available on both forward and back channels bound to a port.

**PredicatedChannel.** PredicatedChannels are used to define conditional routing for datablocks. A PredicatedChannel allows a datablock to pass through it only if the predicate holds for the datablock. In general, the predicate function is a programmer-supplied callback, but we provide common predicates for predefined control signals such as `BEGIN/END-STREAM` and `BEGIN/END-ITERATION`. For example, in the *k*-means graph from Figure 5, the forward and back channels labelled `acc` and `accnt` are predicated such that the forward channels block any datablocks that do not have an `END-STREAM` control signal, while the back channels do the converse: as a result, the `accumulate` primitive produces an output datablock only when all input datablocks have been processed upstream.

**InitializerChannel.** An InitializerChannel provides a pre-defined initial value datablock. InitializerChannels can be predicated similarly to PredicatedChannels: they are always ready, except when the predicate fails. InitializerChannels simplify construction of sub-graphs where the initial iteration of a loop requires an initial value that is difficult to supply through an externally exposed channel. InitializerChannels are convenient for providing seed values for stateful primitives and for avoiding the proliferation of channels exposed to the runtime: their primary use is to provide initial values in response to control signals. For example, in the *k*-means graph, the `unq_cnt` and `hashtbl` inputs are InitializerChannels with predicates that allow them to produce a new initial value only when a `BEGIN-STREAM` control signal is observed on a datablock received at the `in(p,c)` input to `buildHT`. This enables the `group` primitive to create new hash table and unique key count blocks for each distinct stream of datablocks without requiring synchronous intervention from the runtime to reset the primitives to an initial state.

**IteratorPort.** An IteratorPort is a port responsible for maintaining iteration state and propagating control signals when iterations begin and end. An IteratorPort maintains a list of ports within its `scope`, which are signaled when iteration state changes. An IteratorPort also propagates `BEGIN/END-ITERATION` control signals along programmer-defined control propagation paths, which in combination with backward/forward PredicatedChannels can conditionally route data either back to the top for another iteration, or forward in the graph when a loop completes. IteratorPorts can use callbacks to implement arbitrary iterators, or select from a handful of pre-defined functions, such as integer-valued loop induction variables.

Collectively, these constructs allow us to implement rich control flow constructs and iteration in PTask. The routing decisions for datablocks are by construction always made locally, so scheduling and resource-management for tasks remain conceptually simple.

Our goal with Dandelion is to bring GPUs to general-purpose programs, which in turn implies some kind of OS multiplexing of the machine between multiple applications. PTask, as originally envisioned, proposes OS-level abstractions for building and managing dataflow graphs that perform heterogeneous computations: in return for expressing computations as a graph, the user gets an environment where the OS can make (potentially best-effort) guarantees about fairness and isolation in the presence of multiple computations, as well as minimal (or zero-) copy data movement as data are shared dynamically across devices that may have disjoint or incoherent memory spaces. Due to lack of direct PTask support in Windows, we rely on a user-mode implementation of PTask. However, we hold that a production implementation of Dandelion would rely on OS-level sup-
In the current implementation, Moxie creates a check-point for the outputs of every iteration of the DoWhile operator. Any failure would trigger the re-execution of all the unprotected upstream tasks. The checkpointing is asynchronous so it does not introduce unnecessary synchronization barriers in the execution. Checkpoints are stored in a distributed fault tolerant file system.

4.4 Cluster Dataflow Engine

Dandelion can run in two modes on a compute cluster. When it runs on a large cluster where fine grained fault tolerance matters, it uses the Dryad dataflow execution engine. In this design, the output of a vertex is written to disk files so transient failures can be recovered by vertex re-execution using its disk inputs. However, for our main target platform of relatively small clusters of powerful machines with GPUs, we favor a different design that attempts to maximize performance. We therefore built a new distributed dataflow engine called Moxie that allows the entire computation to stay in memory when the aggregate cluster memory is sufficient. Disk I/O is only needed at the very beginning (to load the input) and at the very end (to write the result). Similarly to Spark’s RDD [103], Moxie holds intermediate data in memory and can checkpoint them to disk. The high-level architecture of Moxie is similar to Dryad and YARN [1]. A Moxie job consists of an application master and a collection of containers, all running on the compute nodes of a cluster. The application master is responsible for assigning tasks to the containers which perform the actual computations. Below we highlight some of the important features of Moxie.

First, Moxie aggressively caches in memory datasets (including intermediate data) that will be used multiple times in a single job. This is especially important for applications involving iterative computations such as k-means or PageRank that would otherwise reload the same large input for each iteration. Each container maintains a cache. A cached value is exposed as a .NET collection, but it could be stored either in the CPU memory or the GPU memory. A cache entry is reference-counted and is removed when its reference count reaches 0. When there is memory pressure, Moxie automatically detects it and spills some of the cached datasets to disk. To maximize the benefits of caching, the Moxie application master tries to assign a vertex to the container where its input was generated and possibly cached in memory. This allows us to reuse the cached objects by pointer passing. In the event that the input of a vertex is in a remote cache, Moxie uses TCP to transfer the data from the remote memory to the current container.

Second, Moxie uses asynchronous checkpoints to support coarse-grained fault tolerance. Moxie selectively checkpoints the intermediate results that it considers to be important to protect. For example, Moxie may choose to protect the output of an expensive task. In the current implementation, Moxie creates a check-
Table 1: Benchmarks used to evaluate Dandelion. For skyserver, and pagerank, inputs for the single-machine experiments are synthesized to match the profile of the cluster scale inputs. For bm25f, inputs are drawn from [19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark</th>
<th>small</th>
<th>medium</th>
<th>large</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k-means</td>
<td>k:10, N:20, M:10^9</td>
<td>k:10, N:20, M:10^9</td>
<td>k:80, N:40, M:10^9</td>
<td>k-means: M \cdot N \cdot \text{dim points} \rightarrow \text{k clusters}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pagerank</td>
<td>P:100k L:20</td>
<td>P:500k L:20</td>
<td>P:1m L:20</td>
<td>page rank: P pages, L links per page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skyserver</td>
<td>O:10^5 \times L:10^5</td>
<td>O:10^5 \times L:10^5</td>
<td>O:10^5 \times L:5x10^5</td>
<td>skyserver Q18 [102]: O objects, N neighbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black-scholes</td>
<td>P:10^6</td>
<td>P:10^6</td>
<td>P:10^6</td>
<td>option pricing: P prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terasort</td>
<td>R:10^8</td>
<td>R:10^8</td>
<td>R:10^8</td>
<td>sort R 100-byte records [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decision tree</td>
<td>R:10^5, A:100</td>
<td>R:10^5, A:100</td>
<td>R:10^5, A:1000</td>
<td>ID3 decision trees R records, A attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bm25f</td>
<td>D:2^18</td>
<td>D:2^18</td>
<td>D:2^40</td>
<td>search engine ranking R records, A attributes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Machine and platform parameters for all experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>2× Intel Xeon E5-2630 2.30GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Cores</td>
<td>12 (2 threads per core)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>32 KB i + 32 KB d per core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>unified 256 KB per core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>15MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>256 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>1 × NVIDIA Tesla K20M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Cores</td>
<td>13 SMs → 2490 cores per GPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Memory</td>
<td>5 GB GDDR5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Engine</td>
<td>user-mode PTask, CUDA 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Windows Server 2008 R2 64-bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Mellanox ConnectX-3 10 Gigabit Ethernet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The default and hint-based variants respectively. Because serialization and PCI transfer costs are fundamental in any GPU offload system we do not report device-only execution times; however, it is worth noting that if we neglect such costs, the geometric mean speedup of Dandelion over all benchmarks is over 30×.

The Dandelion-H data demonstrate that memory management and transfer overheads are a first order concern: additional speedup is available if the runtime has some hints to help it avoid memory allocation and PCI transfers. Device-side memory allocations force the GPU driver to synchronize with the host, eliminating the runtime’s ability to hide data transfer latencies with GPU execution. However dynamic memory allocation is a requirement in many of our benchmarks. For example, a group-by operation must compute the number of groups before allocating downstream buffers for those groups. Pooling of datablocks, the PTask encapsulation of GPU buffers, can mostly eliminate device memory allocation on the critical path: PTask adopts a strategy similar to the Linux slab allocator to provision in advance for such dynamic allocations. However, because PTask’s pools are sized heuristically, the runtime may still need to perform memory allocation at GPU dispatch time if pools are poorly sized for the workload. The Dandelion-H variant shown in Figure 6 shows the performance achievable when block pools are sized to avoid critical-path allocations. The improvements enabled by this optimization range from under 1% to 20% over Dandelion in its default configuration, with a geometric mean across all benchmarks of 8.9%. We do not consider the need for such hints fundamental to Dandelion: this need could be eliminated by fully virtualizing all of GPU memory within PTask. We leave this virtualization effort as future work; in the current prototype, we use annotation to communicate such hints to the runtime.

While Dandelion is performance profitable over sequential and multi-core CPUs, the extent of that profitability depends heavily on the ratio of arithmetic computation to memory access, as illustrated by the performance of PageRank. In LINQ, PageRank is expressed...
using join, groupby and select, where the key extractor and join predicates are very simple computations, making it a mostly memory-bound workload on the GPU. Nonetheless, while Dandelion PageRank performance on the GPU is modest compared to the other benchmarks, it still improves over sequential implementations by a geometric mean of $2.9 \times$ over all the input sizes. Because Dandelion’s join implementation is a hash join, the performance of the GPU version has some sensitivity to the size of the outer relation. Our lock-free GPU hash-table manages its own memory allocation for hash table entries to avoid relying on the performance-sapping CUDA malloc implementation; however, we do fall back to CUDA malloc under heavy memory pressure, which occurs with the large input, explaining a drop off from $3.2 \times$ to $2.44 \times$ moving from the medium to large input. We believe this performance loss can be ameliorated with better heuristics for provisioning our hashtable sub-allocator.

5.2 $K$-means in depth

In this section we compare the performance of 15 implementations of $k$-means across 3 different input sizes to provide a detailed characterization the trade-offs in performance and developer effort for Dandelion relative to more familiar tool-chains such as C++, C#, as well as a GPU-specific tool-chain: CUDA. Table 3 describes the implementations, characterizes them in terms of implementation difficulty (a subjective estimate based on the level of architectural expertise required of the programmer for each implementation), the number of lines of code, as well as the speedup of each over the sequential C++ implementation. Figure 7 plots the speedups over C++ for the medium size input only; other input sizes show the same trend.

The number of CUDA implementations illustrates the range of optimization strategies that any performance-hungry CUDA programmer must explore, and provides a backdrop against which to consider the performance of the GPU code generated by Dandelion. A typical CUDA optimization effort must consider multiple specialized low-latency memories, such as constant and shared, and hard-to-manage optimizations like memory coalescing. To ensure we characterize this space with reasonable fidelity, we implement CUDA versions of $k$-means that represent a cross-product of these strategies: in Table 3, only those that illustrate an important performance delta are represented. Similar to Section 5.1, we evaluate Dandelion in both default and hint-driven configurations.

The data illustrate that Dandelion provides a compelling fraction of the available performance for minimal programmer effort, out-performing sequential native managed code by $45 \times$, $56 \times$, and beating multi-threaded C# (using 24 cores) by $4 \times$, simultaneously reducing the number of lines of code required to express the workload by $10 \times$, $4.9 \times$, and $12.4 \times$ respectively. Performance of the CUDA implementations varies dramatically across input sizes: an optimization strategy effective for one input may be ineffective for another (e.g. the constant memory optimization does little to improve the cuda-ro variant for the small input but provides a dramatic benefit for the medium input because the L1 GPU cache is able to provide the same reduction in effective memory latency). In general, the most effective optimization is the arrangement of input data to promote memory coalescing (which for $k$-means can be rea-
500M 10-byte keys, 100-byte records. 50 GB.
1B 40-dimensional points, 120 centers. 152.7 GB.
CatB ClueWeb dataset, 14.5 GB.
SkyServer datasets. 53.6 GB.

Figure 7: The speedup over sequential C++ for various hand-optimized implementations and the Dandelion implementation of k-means, shown only for the “medium” input, as the trend across other input sizes is similar. Speedups are shown in logarithmic scale - higher is better.

reasonably understood as arranging input vectors column-major instead row-major), followed closely by the ability to leverage the GPU shared memory.

All these optimizations require programmer expertise, and all of the hand-optimized CUDA versions require 20x more lines of code to express than Dandelion. However, Dandelion’s generated implementation provides performance that we consider to be a reasonable fraction of that achieved by the hand-optimized implementations, ranging from 2x to 6.7x, 1.6x to 2.8x, and 2.8x to 7x slower for the small, medium, and large inputs respectively. With the benefit of memory allocation hints, Dandelion is able to make up much of the remaining performance gaps, coming within a factor of 1.9 of the best-case hand-optimized CUDA for the medium input. Finally, we believe that many of these optimizations can be automated in the future in Dandelion (see the Automatable column in Table 3). For example, LINQ collections are immutable, giving the Dandelion compiler the flexibility to place them in GPU constant memory when a collection is small enough.

5.3 Distributed Performance

In this section we consider the performance of Dandelion running on a small GPU cluster of 10 machines. The primary objective is to evaluate the effectiveness of GPU offloading in a distributed setting. Similar to our single machine evaluation, we first take an in-depth look at the performance of a single benchmark, k-means, and then report on the overall system performance of Dandelion by comparing Dandelion running with the GPU against Dandelion running single-threaded and multi-threaded without the GPU.

Table 4 details the benchmarks. There are four benchmarks: k-means, PageRank, SkyServer and Sort. For PageRank, the input dataset is the “Category B” dataset of the widely used ClueWeb09 datasets. SkyServer is the most time consuming query (Q18) from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey database [44]. Terasort is a general-purpose sort running on 50GB of Terasort records, evenly partitioned over the 10 machines. The benchmarks were originally written for CPU; running them on Dandelion required no modification beyond the AsDandelion() extension discussed in Section 2.2.

K-means. Figure 8 compares the k-means performance of Dandelion against DryadLINQ and two variants of Dandelion. Dandelion-S and Dandelion-M both use the Dandelion distributed execution engine but run the vertex code using single threaded and multi-threaded CPU LINQ implementations respectively. In this experiment, we run one iteration of k-means. The evaluation shows that Dandelion with GPU has the best performance, approximately 5x and 3.9x faster than the base system DryadLINQ and our CPU variant Dandelion-M respectively. Since DryadLINQ and Dandelion-M use a very similar CPU execution engines, we attribute the speedup gained by Dandelion-M over DryadLINQ to two factors: a) keeping the data in memory and using TCP for data transfer as opposed to disk file based communication and b) a bigger constant job startup/exit costs of DryadLINQ. While the performance gain from using GPU is quite good, it is significantly less than the single machine case. We attribute it to the overhead associated to distributed execution. For example, in this experiment, the input data need to be read from disk files, deserialized to CPU memory, and then transferred to GPU memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>experiment</th>
<th>data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k-means</td>
<td>1B 40-dimensional points, 120 centers. 152.7 GB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PageRank</td>
<td>CatB ClueWeb dataset, 14.5 GB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SkyServer</td>
<td>SkyServer datasets. 53.6 GB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terasort</td>
<td>500M 10-byte keys, 100-byte records. 50 GB.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Input sizes for distributed experiments.
We next evaluate the \( k \)-means performance of Dandelion running five iterations (Figure 9), which make the benefits of caching datasets in memory apparent: Dandelion-M outperforms DryadLINQ by more than \( 2 \times \). The speedup is primarily due to the effective use of caching to avoid reading the points dataset from disk at every iteration as DryadLINQ does. Dandelion with the GPU gives a further factor of \( 2 \times \). The GPU speedup is less than in the single iteration evaluation, largely because garbage collection of PTask datablocks and graph structures between iterations introduces some synchronization.

We use the \( k \)-means benchmark to measure Dandelion’s scalability by varying the size of the inputs. Figure 10 shows the performance of one step \( k \)-means on two datasets. We observe that the total running time is roughly proportional to the size of the input.

**Overall system performance.** Figure 11 shows the overall system performance of Dandelion on the four benchmarks, comparing runtime on the 10-machine cluster using a single thread per machine (Dandelion-S), all 24 cores (Dandelion-M), and using GPUs (Dandelion). For \( k \)-means and PageRank, the computations is for 5 iterations. The data show that while Dandelion is able to improve performance using parallel hardware in all cases, the end-to-end speedup can erode significantly due to I/O. Moreover, the degree to which GPU parallelism is profitable relative to CPU parallelism varies significantly as a function of Dandelion’s ability to hide data marshalling, transfer, and memory management latencies with device-side execution. For example, Dandelion is able to achieve 65.6\( \times \) and 4.7\( \times \) speedups over Dandelion-S and Dandelion-M for \( k \)-means not just
because the computation is overwhelmingly compute-bound, but because of its modest state requirements: only the centers list must remain in GPU memory (230K for the problem size reported here), while the points list can be streamed through GPU memory freely. This property combines with abundant GPU compute, to enable Dandelion to effectively hide almost all serialization costs and PCI transfer costs.

In contrast, SkyServer is in many respects a worst-case workload for Dandelion due to unmaskable marshalling costs and memory management overheads. SkyServer features two joins, implemented in Dandelion as GPU hash joins which require one relation to be fully present in memory while the other relation may be streamed. This places the serialization from C# objects to GPU memory for one relation on the critical path. Intermediate state required for the computation is large relative to GPU memory, forcing PTask to perform frequent garbage collection to avoid exhaustion of GPU memory. In the SkyServer executions reported in Table 11 GPU memory pressure resulted in over 100 GC sweeps. The result is that Dandelion-M, which enjoys no serialization costs and abundant CPU memory, is 1.8× faster for SkyServer. We argue that while some marshalling overheads are imposed by our design, their performance impact can be dramatically reduced through engineering effort. By contrast, memory management overheads are imposed by the hardware. While our cluster comprises latest-generation GPU and CPU hardware, nodes in our cluster have over 50× more CPU memory than GPU memory. Our experience with Dandelion suggests that for GPUs to be more generally applicable to more “big-data” workloads, a better balance of GPU to CPU memory is necessary, regardless of whether such systems rely on front-end programming and runtime systems like Dandelion.

6 Related work

General-purpose GPU computing. The research community has focused considerable effort on the problem of general-purpose programming interfaces for GPUs and other specialized hardware [6, 16, 28, 34]. GPU frameworks such as CUDA [79], OpenCL [63], and others [88, 17, 71, 22, 48, 94] provide rich front-end programming models, specific to the underlying parallel GPU architecture. Dandelion, provides a high-level managed programming model that generalizes well across diverse execution environments and exposes the programmer to comparatively little architectural detail.

OS-support for GPUs and peripherals. The Dandelion prototype relies on user-mode PTask, making OS-level support a largely orthogonal concern. A production implementation of Dandelion could benefit significantly from kernel- or hypervisor-level support for GPUs to enable fairness and/or isolation guarantees [85, 47] in the presence of cluster sharing, or to optimize data movement with demand-driven data movement to the GPU [89] or with zero-copy I/O [50].

Dataflow and streaming. Execution directly in hardware. Click [65], CODE2 [76], and P-RIO [68] provide graph-based programming models but do not generalize across diverse hardware. Self/star [42] and Dryad [57] are graph-based programming models for distributed execution, the latter of which is extended by DryadLINQ [101] to support LINQ. Dandelion provides the same programming abstraction over a cluster of heterogeneous compute nodes: DryandLINQ can use only CPUs. Dandelion’s support for caching of intermediate data in RAM is similar to the RDDS used in Spark [103].

FFPF [20] provides support for compiling code written in different languages such as FPL [32, 31] and Ruler [53] to heterogeneous targets, composing the result in a graph-like structure. Dandelion shares many basic objectives and similarly relies on dataflow to address heterogeneity; however, Dandelion targets GPU-based clusters and general-purpose computations, making the application and execution domains quite different. FFPF later evolved into Streamline [37], which details I/O optimizations and front-end programming model techniques that could benefit Dandelion’s GPU engine. PTask, significantly. PTask requires a programmer (or the Dandelion compiler) to construct dataflow graphs explicitly through API calls, while Streamline enables a much more compact and easily encapsulated graph construction front end that manipulates graph objects through the file system interface. PTask implements many of the copy-minimization techniques described by FFPF and Streamline, however the presence of disjoint, non-coherent memory spaces required to target GPUs requires a coherence protocol not required by these systems.

GPUs and Dataflow. StreamIt [93] and DirectShow [67] support graph-based parallelism. OmpSs [24], Hydra [96], and PTask [85] all provide a graph-based dataflow programming models for offloading tasks across heterogeneous devices. IDEA [33] extends PTask to support cyclic and iterative graph structures required to efficiently support relational operators on GPUs. Liquid Metal [55] and Lime [9] are programming platforms for heterogeneous targets such as systems comprising CPUs and FPGAs. Lime’s filters, and I/O containers allow a computation to be expressed as a pipeline. Flexstream [53] is a compilation framework for synchronous dataflow models that dynamically adapts applications to FPGA, GPU, or CPU target architectures, and Flexstream applications are represented as a graph. Unlike these systems,
Dandelion does not directly expose the graph-based execution model. Extending dataflow systems to support iteration [21, 40, 70, 75] or incremental iterative computation [72, 41, 73, 74] is an active research area. Dandelion provides front support for expressing iteration that it maps to the control flow constructs in PTask.

**Front-end programming models** Many systems provide GPU support in a high-level language: C++ [45], Java [99, 8, 81, 24], Matlab [7, 80], Python [25, 64], and more. While some go beyond simple GPU API bindings, and provide support for compiling the high-level language to GPU code, none have Dandelion’s cluster-scale support; unlike Dandelion, all expose the underlying device abstraction. Merge [66] provides a high-level language based on MapReduce that transparently chooses amongst implementations dynamically, in a single machine unlike Dandelion. Many workloads we evaluate have enjoyed research attention in a single-machine GPU context [39, 60] or cluster-scale GPU implementations [86], using GPU programming frameworks directly; Dandelion represents a new level of programmability for such platforms and workloads.

Dandelion explores an automatic parallelization problem that has challenged the research community for decades, and in its current form, relies entirely on language-level support in .NET for relational algebra via LINQ to identify code regions that may be safely parallelized. Liszt’s [38] static meshes, Halide’s [82] coordinate spaces, and Legion’s [16] logical regions provide runtimes and compilers with similar leverage for identifying automatically parallelizable code: all enable high-level programs to be parallelized and compiled to different target architectures. All define new front-end programming models and language, while Dandelion relies on model and language support that have been present in production tool-chains. Moreover, Liszt, Halide, and Legion all rely on static schedules: Dandelion supports dynamic scheduling and dynamic re-targeting of computations based on the available resources at each node in a heterogeneous cluster.

**Scheduling and Execution engines for heterogeneous processors.** Scheduling for heterogeneous systems is an active research area: systems such as PTask [85], TimeGraph [61] and others [95] focus on eliminating destructive performance interference in the presence of GPU sharing. Maestro [90] also shares GPUs but focuses on task decomposition, automatic data transfer, and auto-tuning of dynamic execution parameters in some cases. Sun et al. [91] share GPUs using task queuing. Others focus on making sure that both the CPU and GPU can be shared [59], on sharing GPUs from multiple (heterogeneous) computers [14, 15], or on scheduling on multiple (heterogeneous) CPU cores [18, 13]. Several systems [69, 46] automatically choose whether to send jobs to the CPU or GPU [11, 12, 10, 30, 87], others focus on support for scheduling in the presence of heterogeneity in a cluster [23]. Several systems consider support a MapReduce primitive on GPUs, taking care of scheduling the various tasks and moving data in and out of memory [49, 26, 97]. The same abstraction can be extended to a cluster of machines with CPUs and GPUs [58]. This work was later improved with better scheduling [83]. Teodoro et al. describe a runtime that accelerates the analysis of microscopy image data sets on GPU-CPU clusters [92]. Like Dandelion, the resulting system relies on task-level dataflow to map the application to a heterogeneous platform, and requires support for cyclic structures in the di-graphs that express the image-processing pipeline; unlike Dandelion the system is absent the front-end language support enabling a programmer to express the application in a high-level, declarative language.

**Relational Algebra on GPUs** The Thrust [77] library, included with CUDA, offers some higher level operations like reduces, sorts, or prefix sums. Dandelion uses the sort and scan primitives from Thrust library in several higher-level relational primitives. Others have explored primitives for supporting GPU-based relational algebra [51, 50] and database operations [43], with emphasis on optimization and performance for operations over a very limited set of data types (primitive types).

### 7 Conclusion

Heterogeneous systems have entered the mainstream of computing. The adoption of these systems by the developer community hinges on their programmability. In Dandelion, we take on the ambitious goal to address this challenge for data-parallel applications on heterogeneous clusters.

Dandelion is a research prototype under active development. The design goal of Dandelion is to build a complete, high performance system for a small to medium sized cluster of powerful machines with GPUs. We believe that there are a lot of potential applications of such a system, in particular in the areas of machine learning and computational biology. We plan to continue to investigate the applicability of Dandelion across a broader range of workloads in the future.
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